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Abstrat

In this paper a modi�ed Smith preditor for linear de-
layed hapti interation is presented. The objetive is
to design a feedbak law whih ompensates the time
delay by its somehow elimination from the harater-
isti equation of the losed loop system. This method
is robust within a ertain safe predition interval. The
appliability of Smith preditor in the ase of hapti in-
teration using omputer hapti algorithms is shown.

1 Introdution

We are primarily onerned with stability analysis of
systems that involves hapti devies used for intera-
tive manipulations within virtual environments (VE).
In �gure 1 a general shemati of suh systems is shown.
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Figure 1: Hapti interation system

VE hapti systems is similar with some extend to the
well known master-slave teleoperation systems. Tele-
operation systems synergistially ombine humans and
mahines and this man-mahine link is what makes
them partiular. In order to make the slave robot repli-
ates operator desired trajetories in the one hand, and
to onvey the Kinestheti slave robot-environment in-
teration as a feedbak to the operator via the master
roboti system in the other hand. A bilateral oupling
ontrol sheme whih makes, in the ideal ase, the mas-
ter and the slave traking eah other is designed. As
for teleoperation, VE haptis provide important infor-
mation issued from syntheti virtual objets intera-
tions within the VE. However, as for teleoperation, it
is well known that small ommuniation delays may
destabilize the system using onventional bilateral on-

trol methods. In the frame of teleoperation, Anderson
and Spong [1℄ have proposed a ontrol law for teleop-
erators with time delay based on passivity and satter-
ing theory [2℄. This method allows a stable behavior
for any non-varying time delay. Niemeyer and Slotine
[3℄ elegantly reformulate Anderson and Spong's work
by introduing \wave variables" notion on the basis of
network theory. The major problem when using wave
variables still, up to date, the performanes degrada-
tion as the delay inreases. Several reent works extend
the previous tehniques for the time varying delay, as
in the ase of Internet [4℄, suh as Stramigioli [5℄ and
Yokokojhi [6℄ and for the enhanement of performanes
using a wave preditor [7℄.

Other approahes are based on the H1 optimal on-
trol and �-synthesis, Leung [8℄. Fiorini [9℄ analyzes the
stability of a simple PD-type state feedbak ontroller
for a teleoperation system over Internet, using stability
onditions derived from a proposed Lyapunov funtion.

For the use of Smith preditor to stabilize a linear time
delayed system, several ontroller synthesis were pre-
sented. In [10℄, Smith and al. have proposed a delay
ompensation method whih uses a model of the pro-
ess in the feedbak loop around a onventional on-
troller. It is shown that using this tehnique the time
delay an be eliminated from the harateristi equa-
tion of the system. Other approahes based on Smith
preditor using state spae equations have been pro-
posed for treating the robustness towards initial ondi-
tions problems and disturbanes [11℄ and [12℄. Never-
theless, Smith preditor has never been implemented,
from a pure ontrol point-of-view, on time delayed tele-
operation systems. This is due to the fat that it is not
feasible to predit hazardous remote environments be-
havior. Indeed, it is diÆult to atually predit when
ontat will our, the ontat interation parameters
when it ours, the operator behavior and operator de-
sired trajetories, et. However, pratial implemen-
tations have been made using various graphi predi-
tors i.e. a VE (augmented reality based vision feed-
bak, teleprogramming shemes, supervisory ontrol,
et.) and disrepanies reovery strategies.



The paper is organized as follows. We �rst de�ne the
model of the hapti interation: a position-fore based
kinestheti feedbak sheme. We then briey review
the de�nition of Smith preditor and solutions for ini-
tial ondition problems and disturbanes problems. In
the same setion we disuss the appliability of the pre-
ditor in the ase of hapti interation. In setion 4,
we develop a ontroller in nominal ase. Finally, simu-
lation results on atual 1 DOF fore feedbak interfae
is presented and results about robustness of the ontrol
sheme are dropped.

2 Previous Work in Hapti Simulation

In Previous works on hapti systems has made the as-
sumption that the operator and the virtual environ-
ment are passive, fousing on other aspets of the sys-
tem to ensure stable hapti interation. In fat, most
of the proposed ontrol strategies are typially vari-
ous adaptations of the proposed bilateral ontrollers
developed for fore reeting teleoperation systems.
All these strategies are translated and adapted for the
VE hapti interats ontext mainly in a disrete form.
Sine Smith preditors have not been investigated for
teleoperation systems, to the best authors knowledge,
there seems to be no work addressing their implemen-
tation in the frame of VE haptis. Moreover, the lim-
itations whih inhibit the use of predition for teleop-
erators do not hold in the VE haptis ontext sine,
ontat predition and involved virtual objets param-
eters are known thanks to the available omputer hap-
tis algorithms.

Adams and al. [13℄ presented an approah using the so
alled \virtual oupling" network between the hapti
devie and the held virtual objet. The virtual ou-
pling allows the environment design to be separated
from the sampled-data ontrol issues assoiated with
hapti display. Though this solution has been already
proposed in the ontext of teleoperation [14℄. The main
advantage of suh a ontrol design is that the param-
eterization of the virtual mehanism used for the ou-
pling between the hapti interfae and the manipulated
virtual objet an be elaborated so that the passivity
of the whole system is preserved using linear interon-
neted networks theory.

Consider a one degree-of-freedom (DOF) hapti display
shown in �gure 2 with the hapti devie M(s), virtual
oupling C(z) and virtual environment E(z).

If the ondition :
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Figure 2: Model of one DOF hapti display

tion is satis�ed. In other words, the hapti display ap-
pears passive, as seen by the operator [13℄. The hoie
of the parameters of the virtual oupling should satisfy
some performane properties.

If we interat with a remotely loated VE (suh as on-
urrent engineering design software or simply a shared
VE) the ommuniation hannel is then loated be-
tween the virtual oupling and the virtual environment
as it is shown in the �gure 1. In this ase, the ommu-
niation time delay will indubitably destabilize the sys-
tem sine the passivity of the system is ompromised
and no longer preserved. One ould ompensate the
time delay by a global reformulation of the ontroller
using previously ited teleoperation fore reeting ap-
proahes. The solution proposed here, and formulated
using Smith-based predition, onsists in keeping the
virtual oupling as a loal ontroller and ompensates
the ommuniation time delay by a separate VE-based
Smith predition-type ontrol. The detail of the on-
troller design is explained in setion 4. In order to
better understand the proposed method we will reall
the Smith predition priniple .

3 Smith predition method

Consider the following mono-variable system desribed
by: � :

x(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t� �)
y(t) = Cx(t)

(2)

x(0) = x0; u(h) = u0(h) � � � h < 0

where u is the ontrol input, x is the state variable,
y is the output, � is the delay, and u0 is the initial
funtion of the input. A, B and C are onstant ma-
tries of appropriate dimensions for the proess. It is
assumed that (A;B) is ontrollable and (C;A) is ob-
servable. The transfer funtion of the losed loop sys-
tem using a stati unit feedbak relating the output,
y(t), to the desired input yd(t) (see �gure 3) is given



by :
Y (s)

Yd(s)
=

C(sI �A)�1Be�s�

1 + C(sI �A)�1Be�s�

where s is the Laplae transform variable. In this equa-
tion, note that the harateristi equation of the losed
loop system ontains the time delay element leading to
an in�nite number of eigenvalues. Controlling an in�-
nite number of eigenvalues is not pratially feasible.
Using Smith predition method the time delay element
an be eliminated from the harateristi equation of
the losed loop system. The design problem for the
proess with time delay an be transformed to the one
without delay.

G(s)e-τs

G(s) – G(s)e-τs

––
u yεyd G(s)e-τs

G(s) – G(s)e-τs

––
u yεyd

Figure 3: Smith preditor based ontrol arhiteture

In �gure 3, " is the error, yd is the input signal, y is
the output system and u is the ontrol signal.

The Smith preditor ontrol for system (2) is shown in
�gure 3. The blok G(s)e�s� , where G(s) = C(sI �
A)�1B, is the proess model without delay. The feed-
bak element G(s)�G(s)e�s� is the nominal model of
the proess whih is assuming that is well identi�ed.
The transfer funtion beomes :

Y (s)

Yd(s)
=
C(sI �A)�1Be�s�

1 + C(sI �A)�1B

The system representing by the above transfer funtion
is stable under some onditions on A, B and C.

However, the Smith preditor ontroller annot handle
the disturbanes and nonzero initial onditions as seen
in [11℄. A lose analysis of many improved shemes
(examples: Proess-Model Control shemes [11℄, �nite
spetrum assignment tehniques [12℄ show that they all
use in an expliit or impliit manner a preditor of the
state at time t + � in order to ahieve the ontrol of
the system (2). Unfortunately, in response to uner-
tain initial onditions or disturbanes, the predition
annot always ensure a stable system responses. This
problem will not be treated in this paper (see [15℄ for
more through development of the problem).

4 Controller design based Smith preditor

In this setion, the Smith predition of the previous ex-
ample onerning system (2) is applied to the VE hap-

ti reeting system. The ontrol sheme of the hap-
ti interation will ontain a time delay between the
virtual oupling and the virtual environment in both
diretion as presented in �gure 1 by the ommunia-
tion hannel. The transfer funtion of the losed loop
simpli�ed delayed system beomes in the ontinuous
ase:

the transfer funtion from Fh to Fe is given by
��
Fh � Fee

�s�2
� M(s)

s
� Fee

�s�2C(s)

�
e�s�1E(s) = Fe

Fe(s)

Fh(s)
=

1
s
M(s)E(s)e�s�1

1 + e�s(�1+�2)E(s)
�
1
s
M(s) + C(s)

�

It is stated learly that the obtained losed loop (when
ontat is ourring beause in the free motion the sta-
bility problem is not onsidered and the system is open
loop) system has an in�nite eigenvalues beause the
time delay element is present in the harateristi equa-
tion whih may imply the potential instability of the
system.

The proposed solution to this problem is a simple Smith
preditor based ontroller using the proess model of
the hapti display performing like a feedbak around
the virtual environment. This is shown in �gure 4.
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Figure 4: Controller design

The resulting transfer funtion of the global system is
a stable hapti simulation with a delayed input

Fe(s)

Fh(s)
=

1
s
M(s)E(s)e�s�1

1 +E(s)
�
1
s
M(s) + C(s)

� (3)

Note that there is no delay in the harateristi equa-
tion (3). The main advantage of this ontrol-predition
sheme is the use of the proess model of the hapti dis-
play only whih is -in almost ase- well know and its
parameters are well identi�ed. In other words, the use
of the ontroller based on Smith predition is to elim-
inate the delayed response Fe of the master part and
replae it with non-delayed response. The resultant
global system is a system in whih the delay is only in
the fore applied by the operator.



5 Simulation results

5.1 Nominal Design

The hapti system simulation's harateristis are as
follows:

� The master part is a single DOF hapti interfae
allowing displaements in a single diretion. It is
assumed that the hapti interfae is a rigid stik
of massm = 0:2Kg mounted on a CC diret drive
atuator for whih we experiment di�erent values
of the visous frition (b = 0:5 N:s

m
is a nominal

values).

� The fore Fe is performed when a virtual ontat
ours in the virtual environment (VE).

� The Virtual Coupling Network is hosen to be

a PD-ontroller C(s) = X(s)
Fe(s)

= 1
Bs+K

, its role

is to ensure unonditional stability under no time
delay. K = 10N

m
and B = 10N:s

m
are parameters

whih should satisfy ondition (1).

� The VE is a virtual wall with sti�ness oeÆ-
ient Ke = 1000 N

m
. When ollision ours,

the reeted fore obeys to Hook's law, that is:
Fe = (xwall � xe) �Ke = �x �Ke, xwall is the
position of the wall.

� Delays are taken to be �1 = 2�2 = 1 se (nominal
values).
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Figure 5: Unstable behavior of hapti simulation (multi-
ple ontat)

Simulation results are shown in �gures 5, where the
hapti simulation present a unstable behavior due to
transmission delays (�1; �2).

Now, we apply the developed predition-based on-
troller (with nominal parameters), we obtain as ex-
peted from theory a stable simulation with position

error when ontat is ours. The position error (in
onstrained motion) between master and slave is in-
versely proportional to visous frition oeÆient of the
hapti interfae b and delay �2 in ontrol Fe. In other
words, the ollision detetion in the VE and the exeu-
tion of the ommand due to the ollision the operator
ontinue to move. In the free motion, the slave position
is equal to master delayed position (delay equal to �1)
�gure 6.
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Figure 6: Stabilization with Smith-preditor Controller

Figure 6 shows the master position and the progressive
attenuation of the unavoidable disrepany (whatever
the ontroller is) of the master and virtual positions
during the ontat. The explanation is quite simple :
At the beginning, the master speed inreases as the ap-
plied operator fore (Fh) inreases. When the ontat
is made (vm = 0:1m se�1; xm = 0:34m), we an notie
that the master speed drops toward zero, then on-
tinue to derease. Beause of the operator speed and
the bakward delay, the error (the penetration) is ex-
atly � = 0:007m for the �rst ontat, whih means
that the operator feels the fore of the VE (Fe) when
xm = 0:34m. The onstraint on slave position is re-
speted (0:2m on the �gure 6) due to the high sti�ness
of the virtual wall. The VE reation fore (Fe) is well
fed and ounterparts, to some extent, the applied Fh.
The latter inreases to a maximum and dereases, this
behavior is desired, as we took a sin funtion for Fh.
One an notie the good �delity in fore and veloity
restitution (as there is no error between the master and
slave veloities during free motions). When the ontat
brakes, the remote position mathes the desired one
after a delay �1. Several simulations where performed
with various ontat behavior (multiple ontats, and
various VE sti�ness), the results show a good stable
behavior of the hapti interfae.



5.2 Robustness and limitations of the ontrol

sheme

A future work will ontain through developments and
explanation onerning the robustness issues due to er-
ror estimation of the master model and we have extend
this method whih beame free from the delay estima-
tion. In the allowed spae we only present some results
onerning system behavior due to errors in the esti-
mation in the delay value.
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Figure 7: Robustness of ontroller du to mismath delays
�� = 50ms

Figure 7 shows a stable behavior of the hapti inter-
ation when �� = ��1 +��2 2 ℄0; 0:05℄ s (where ��i
is the error estimation between the transmission delay
�i and the virtual delay used by the Smith ontroller),
however, it an be notied that small osillations ap-
pear in virtual environment fore or veloities whih
may deteriorate system performanes. It should be
noted, that same osillations appear when error esti-
mation in model of the hapti interfae is onsidered.
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It should be noted, that same osillations appear when

error estimation in model of the hapti interfae is on-
sidered. Figure 8 shows a stable behavior due to per-
turbations in model estimation of hapti interfae using
in Smith preditor Controller, onsidering errors only
in masse, the margin giving by Rouh�e's Theorem is
j�mj � 45 g (see [?℄ for more through development of
the robustness problem).

6 Conlusion

In this paper, a ontroller stabilising delayed hapti
feedbak system and fore feedbak teleoperators has
been presented. The originality and the main idea of
this work is the investigation of a Smith-like predition
within the remote site (i.e. slave robot site for teleop-
eration ase, or in the simulation engine within remote
VE). The proposed ontroller has been proven to stabi-
lize fore feedbak interation for important delays and
di�erent master to remote transmission delays. Only
the model of the master hapti interfae is needed, and
in most ases this model is available. Indeed the on-
troller guarantees the stability of the system but gen-
erates a none desirable stati traking error. The on-
troller is also robust to small system parameters u-
tuations. The development of the solution to the stati
error with a thorough robustness analysis are presented
in another ompanion paper.
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